


Theworld’smost
environmentally
friendly toilet cistern.
Encore Cistern is the first to use air-conditioning
condensate to deliver free flushingwater.

This innovative system uses
a free, sustainable source

of water.

The perfect eco-friendly
alternative for an
everyday essential.

LEED & BREEAM
qualifying.





Howdoes the Encore
cisternwork?

It means that in hot
climates where a huge
amount of condensate is
generated,mains water
should never have to be

used.

Encore holds 18 litres of
water, which is three times
more than a conventional
cistern allowing condensate

to be stored.

When flushed, condensate in
the bottom chamber empties.

Its larger water holding
capacity still fits the same
tight service voids like a

standardmodel thanks to its
dual chamber design.

While doing so, a
communication valve
opens allowing stored
condensate from the top
12-litre chamber to release
into the bottom chamber

ready for the
next flush.

The bottom chamber
is adjustable in half litre

increments to hold between
6 and 3.5 litres to meet
different international

requirements.

The upper chamber
continues to be topped up
with condensate from the air
conditioning unit ensuring an

on-going supply.

For back up, if there is an
unusually high number of
flushes in quick succession or
the air conditioning is not in
use, the cistern is filled in the
conventional way using the

mains water supply.

The Encore cisternworks in exactly the sameway as a
traditional cisternwith the exception that it has an extra
filling connection to allow a separatewater source to be
introduced (from the air conditioning unit).







By recycling condensate from air
conditioning units, Encore uses a free,
sustainablewater source that until
now has been wasted, which means
huge ROI can be achieved.

No other cistern recycles air
conditioning waste to flush a toilet.
The saving of water makes it a key
part of a business’ Corporate Social
Responsibility programme.

For the first time, Encore allows
architects, consultants, developers
and specifiers to claim two
additional BREEAMcredits in the
WAT 01 category and two newpoints
in the LEEDWater Efficiency section.

Encore can be usedall over theworld,
appealing to those building and
refurbishing hotels, villas, apartment
blocks, offices, restaurants, leisure
facilities and anywhere that has toilets
and air conditioning.

Encore’s largewater holding capacity
still fits the same tight service voids like
a standardmodel.

Encore can be used in any
built environment that uses air
conditioning. It is ideally suited to
new builds in hot and humid locations
- themore A/C used, themore
condensate is produced.

Encore has been designed so it is
as simple to install and requires
the same time and skill set as
conventional cisterns.

Encore vastly reduces the cost of
flushing a toilet and can even remove
the cost completely.

What are the benefits?
Air conditioning units typically drain all condensate away.
Encore is the only cistern in theworld that can use this
freewater to flush the toilet.



Rio
Average Condensate
Generated Per Hour: 4.0 litres
Water Saving Per Day: 96 litres

Assumptions
The Air Conditioning air flow rate in each location is assumed
to be .101 m3 per second.
Condensate output is based on average annual temps and relative
humidity figures for each location.
Internal, air conditioned temperature is 24°C (‘Dry Bulb temperature’).
Altitude is fixed at 500m in all locations.
Cistern flushing is assumed to be evenly spread throughout a 24 hour
period and that all condensate produced is used as flushing water
(not drained to waste).

Lagos
Average Condensate

Generated Per Hour: 4.1 litres
Water Saving Per Day: 100 litres

Madrid
Average Condensate

Generated Per Hour: 2.4 litres
Water Saving Per Day: 58 litres

LA
Average Condensate
Generated Per Hour: 3.5 litres
Water Saving Per Day: 84litres

Rome
Average Condensate

Generated Per Hour: 2.8 litres
Water Saving Per Day: 67 litres

Typical GlobalWater Savings
Daily hotel condensate usage
in a single bathroom suite.



Sydney
Average Condensate
Generated Per Hour: 3.36 litres
Water Saving Per Day: 80 litres

Hong Kong
Average Condensate
Generated Per Hour: 4.19 litres
Water Saving Per Day: 100 litres

Dubai
Average Condensate
Generated Per Hour: 3.76 litres
Water Saving Per Day: 90 litres

Athens
Average Condensate
Generated Per Hour: 2.9 litres
Water Saving Per Day: 70 litres





Frequently AskedQuestions
Is the Encore cisternmore environmentally friendly than a conventional cistern?
• Encore is the world’s most environmentally friendly cistern.
• No other cistern recycles the air conditioning condensate waste product to flush a toilet.
• Conventional cisterns use mains drinking water.

Doair conditioning units produce enough condensate to flush toilets?
• Yes.
• Comprehensive testing showed the amount of condensate generated actually exceeds the capacity of the cistern.
• To avoid the cistern overflowing we have incorporated a safety overflow allowing the excess condensate to be connected back to themain drain.
• As our overflow has a 75mm deep water seal, no further traps are required allowing an easier connection to the drainage stack.

Will installing an Encore cistern improvemy building’s LEED or BREEAM rating?
• Yes. And for the first time, LEED and BREAAM points and credits are possible for a cistern thanks to Encore’s water saving designs. Installing Encore provides
a huge advantage as toilets are needed in all buildings anyway.

• LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) awards points to buildings across nine areas - includingWater Efficiency - that address sustainable
issues. Projects are rated Certified, Silver, Gold and Platinum.

• BREEAM (Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method) gives credits to buildings across nine areas, including water use and
conservation.

• Schemes are certified on a scale of Pass, Good, Very Good, Excellent and Outstanding.
• Themore credits and points gained, the higher the building’s rating.

Which categories will I be able to claim LEED or BREEAM credits for and howmanywill I be able to claim?
• Encore allows you to claim two additional LEED points in theWater Efficiency category.
• Encore allows you to claim two additional BREEAM credits in theWAT 01 category.

In some hotels, greywater and condensate is collected together and sent to recycling.Why should I collect condensate separately to flush the toilet?
• In hotel rooms, air conditioning condensate is taken to the nearest drain point which generally are adjacent to the toilets.
• Therefore, Encore uses the condensate far quicker as it only has a short distance to travel.
• Large-scale collection systems, however, direct all the greywater and condensate to tanks in hotel basements.
• This requires a large amount of space within the hotel and a significant financial outlay typically in the region of £100,000 for a 250-bed hotel.
• The water and condensate then goes through an extensive purification process as it passes through large, expensive equipment including collection tanks,
purifiers and filtration tanks before powerful electrical pumps (which use a lot of energy) send it back through the building to be reused.

• This process also duplicates the amount of pipework and drainage required.
• With Encore, it is a shorter process, more energy efficient, and cheaper financially.

Can a sensor flush be usedwith the Encore cistern?
• There are a number of sensor flush devices which are compatible with the Encore cistern. Please contact us for further details to ensure the correct product
is selected.



Standard
installation

Overflow to drain complete
with trap or viaWC bowl

MCWConnects to
cistern for flushing

Traditional
concealed cistern

Air conditioning unit

Condensate connects
to soil pipes complete
with inline trap

Soil and waste pipe



Air conditioning unit

Encore cistern

MCWback up water supply

Overflow to drain. Trap built
into Encore cistern

Condensate connects
straight into Encore cistern

Soil and waste pipe



Specification

Front View Side View Rear View

Top View



InstallationOptions

Wall mounted

Concealed installation

Frame mounted

For wall hung or floor mountedWCs

Features

Greywater input

BREEAM/LEED Credits available

Water saving

Notes

Supplied with 600mm plastic air tube

Supplied with 1 1/4" flush pipe

Dual fixing points allowing front or rear fixing

Images

Photo of cistern - 80mm x 80mm

Dimension drawing 80mm x 80mm

Applications

Hotels

Offices

Residential

Public Buildings

Retail

Leisure Facilities

Any building that has a/c

Technical data

Material - HIPS and Polyoxmethylene (POM)

Capacity - 18 litres

Flush Volume - Adjustable between 6 litres & 3.5 litres

Flow pressure - 0.1 - 10bar

Mains water supply R 1/2

Overflow R 3/4

Greywater supply R 3/4

Wall/Frame mounting bracket option

Pneumatic activation - Manual/IR flush plate option

Dimensions - 485h x 476w x 195d

Weight - 2.5kg

Colour - White



Styropor foamed plastic specification

+ Resistant: the foamed plastic is not destroyed even after prolonged exposure.
+ - Conditionally resistant: the foamed plastic may shrink or suffer attack to the surface after prolonged exposure
- Unresistant: the foamed plastic shrinks at a greater or lesser rate or is dissolved

Physical Properties

Testing as specified in Unit Test Result

Class Quality conditions GSH PS 15 SE PS 20 SE PS 30 SE

Types of application DIN 18 164, Part 1 W WD WS +WD

Minimum apparent density DIN 53 420 kg/m³ 15 20 30

Construction material class DIN 4102 B1, flame resistant B1, flame resistant B1, flame resistant

Thermal conductivity

Measured Value at +10°C DIN 52 612 W/(m-K) 0.036-0.038 0.033-0.036 0.031-0.035

Design values as specified in DIN 4108 W/(m-K) 0.040 0.040 0.035

Compressive stress under 10% compression DIN 53 421 N/mm² 0.06-0.11 0.11-0.16 0.20-0.25

Long-term compressive stress < 2% compression N/mm² 0.015-0.025 0.025-0.040 0.045-0.060

Flexural strength DIN 53 423 N/mm² 0.06-0.30 0.15-0.39 0.33-0.57

Shear strength DIN 53 427 N/mm² 0.08-0.13 0.12-0.17 0.21-0.26

Tensile Strength DIN 53 430 N/mm² 0.11-0.29 0.17-0.35 0.30-0.48

Modulus of elasticity (compressive test) DIN 53 457 N/mm² 1.6-5.2 3.4-7.0 7.7-11.3

Heat distortion temperature

Short-term In keeping with DIN 53 424 °C 100 100 100

Long-term at 5000 N/m² In keeping with DIN 18 164 °C 80-85 80-85 80-85

Long-term at 20 000 N/m² In keeping with DIN 18 164 °C 75-80 80-85 80-85

Thermal coefficient of linear change 1/K 5-7 · 10-⁵ 5-7 · 10-⁵ 5-7 · 10-⁵

Specific heat capacity DIN 4108 J/(kg-K) 1210 1210 1210

Water absorption when kept under water (percent by volume)

After 7 days DIN 53 434 % 0.5-1.5 0.5-1.5 0.5-1.5

After 28 days % 1.0-3.0 1.0-3.0 1.0-3.0

Water vapor diffusion current density DIN 52 615 g/(m²-d) 40 35 20

Water vapor diffusion resistance coefficient. Design value as
specified in DIN 4108 1 20/50 30/70 40/100

Resistance of Styropor foamed plastics to chemicals

Active agent Styropor P Styropor F Styropor FH

Salt solutions (seawater) + + +

Soaps and wetting agent solutions + + +

Bleaching lyes, such as hypochlorite, chlorine water, hyrogen peroxide solutions + + +

Dilute acids + + +

35% hydrochloric acid, up to 50% nitric acid + + +

Anhydrous acids, for example fuming sulfuric acid, glacial acetic acid, 100% formic acid - - -

Sodium hydroxide, potassium hydroxide, ammonia solution + + +

Organic solvents, such as acetone, ethyl acetate, benzene, xylene, paint thinner, trichlorethylene" - - -

Saturated aliphatic hydrocarbons, surgical spirit, test benzene - - + -

Paraffin oil, vaseline + - + - +

Diesel oil - - +

Motor fuel (normal and super gasoline) - - -

Alcohols, for example methanol, ethanol + - + - + -

Silicone oil + + +



The business case for Encore is self-evident.

Even in cooler climates, wherever
air-conditioning is used, it delivers
incremental water savings.

As a no-cost upgrade,
why wouldn’t you install Encore?



©Green Futures Initiative Limited, UK (“GFI”).

All rights reserved.
This Publication or any part thereof may not be reproduced or translated, wholly or in part, without written permission of Autobrokers Limited, UK.
‘Encore’ is an exclusive trading name and style of Green Futures Initiative Limited a limited company incorporated in England andWales.

Legal Notice

While every effort is made to produce up-to-date literature, this brochure should not be regarded as an infallible guide to current specifications. We reserve
the right to change product specifications or design at any time without notice and/or incurring any liability. Illustrations in the brochure may include optional
features.

Encore distributors are not agents of GFI Limited and have absolutely no authority to bind GFI by any express or implied undertaking or representation.
For more information visit: www.encore-cistern.com





www.encorecistern.com
+44 (0)800 032 2862
info@encorecistern.com

Registered in England, LS28 8AD
Made in Britain




